Account identifier: account_03
Account provider: GEARY_SERVICE_PROVIDER_GMAIL
Service type: GEARY_PROTOCOL_IMAP
Service host: imap.gmail.com
Error type: GearyImapError 8
Message: a007 STATUS: Command timed out

Back trace:
* geary_problem_report_construct
* geary_account_problem_report_construct
* geary_service_problem_report_construct
* components_reflow_box_new
* g_closure_invoke
* g_signal_handler_disconnect
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* g_signal_emit
* geary_imap_engine_folder_operation_construct
* g_subprocess_communicate_utf8
* g_task_attach_source
* geary_imap_engine_generic_account_construct
* g_subprocess_communicate_utf8
* g_task_attach_source
* geary_imap_deserializer_stop_async
* g_subprocess_communicate_utf8
* g_task_attach_source
* geary_contact_store_impl_new
* g_subprocess_communicate_utf8
* g_task_attach_source
* geary_contact_store_impl_new
* g_subprocess_communicate_utf8
* g_task_attach_source
* geary_imap_client_session_send_command_async
* g_subprocess_communicate_utf8
* g_task_attach_source
* geary_nonblocking_batch_add
* g_subprocess_communicate_utf8
* g_task_attach_source
* geary_nonblocking_lock_get_is_cancelled
* geary_scheduler_scheduled_instance_get_type
g_main_context_dispatch
g_main_context_dispatch
g_main_context_iteration
g_application_run
__vala_main
__libc_start_main
__start

Geary version: 3.36.1
Geary revision: Ubuntu/3.36.1-1
GTK version: 3.24.20
GLib version: 2.64.3
WebKitGTK version: 2.28.4
Desktop environment: LXDE
Distribution name: Ubuntu
Distribution release: 20.04
Installation prefix: /usr

[deb] 23:03:19.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:03:19.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: successfully read 116 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15961cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 111 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0304 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:03:19.0305 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0305 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:03:19.0305 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0305 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:03:19.0305 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0699 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0699 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0699 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0700 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0700 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0700 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0700 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0700 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0700 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0700 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:03:19.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0702 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0702 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0702 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0702 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0702 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 160 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:19.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:03:19.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 377 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:19.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:03:19.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:03:19.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:03:19.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully wrote 377 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0552 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0552 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:20.0552 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:20.0552 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 112 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0554 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0554 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:20.0554 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:20.0554 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 109 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0554 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0554 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:20.0554 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:20.0554 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 113 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:20.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:20.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 121 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:20.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:20.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 119 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:03:20.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:03:20.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:03:20.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:10:27.0346 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:27.0346 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:10:27.0346 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:10:27.0346 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:10:27.0346 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:10:28.0113 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:10:28.0367 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:10:28.0368 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0368 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:10:28.0368 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:10:28.0368 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:10:28.0368 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:10:28.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:10:28.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:10:28.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:10:28.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:10:28.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:10:28.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:10:28.0440 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:10:28.0440 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:10:28.0440 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:10:28.0440 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:10:30.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:10:30.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:10:30.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:10:30.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:10:30.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:10:31.0385 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:10:31.0385 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:10:31.0385 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:10:31.0386 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:10:31.0386 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
23:10:31.0386 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:10:31.0386 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:10:31.0386 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:10:31.0386 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:10:31.0386 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:10:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
23:11:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
23:12:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
23:12:46.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:46.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:12:46.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:12:46.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:12:46.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:12:46.0606 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:46.0607 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:46.0607 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:46.0607 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:46.0607 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:12:50.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:50.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:12:50.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:12:50.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:12:50.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0423 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:12:50.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:50.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:12:50.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:12:50.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:12:50.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:50.0590 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:12:51.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:51.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:12:51.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:12:51.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:12:51.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:52.0566 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:52.0566 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:52.0566 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:52.0566 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:52.0566 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:12:52.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:52.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:52.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:52.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:12:52.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:12:53.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:53.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:12:53.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:12:53.0446 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:53.0446 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:53.0446 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
23:12:53.0446 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:53.0446 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:12:53.0446 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:12:53.0446 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:12:53.0446 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:14:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
23:16:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Enqueuing operation:
GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders(account_03)
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [queued: 0] GearyImapEngineAccountProcessor: Executing operation:
GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders(account_03)
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Acquiring account session
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Claiming session with 1 of 2 free
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Sending NOOP when claiming a session
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 334 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 334 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 92 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 95 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 95 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 101 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 163 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 110 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 102 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 110 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 105 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: Existing folders:
- >stuff-to-read
- >[Gmail]>Sent Mail
- >INBOX (262740832)
- >old-crap
- >[Gmail]>Drafts
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >stuff-to-read
(2876088963)
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >[Gmail]>Sent Mail
(41686559008)
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >INBOX (262740832)
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >old-crap
(1383773426)
GearyImapClientService: Unreserving session
GearyImapClientSession(authorized, GearyImapClientConnection(0005/imap.gmail.com:993/up))

GearyImapEngineAccountProcessor: Executing operation: GearyImapEngineRefreshFolderSync(account_03:>INBOX)

Claiming folder session

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 11 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 11 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 11 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 11 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 11 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 11 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:21.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:18:21.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:21.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:18:21.0434 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
23:18:21.0434 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:18:21.0435 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:18:21.0435 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Claiming folder session
23:18:21.0435 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:18:21.0435 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
23:18:21.0435 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Scheduling folder close
23:18:21.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:21.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0555 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:21.0556 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0556 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0556 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0556 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0556 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:21.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 104 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:21.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:21.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:21.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:21.0557 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:18:21.0560 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 420 bytes to TLS connection
23:18:21.0560 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:18:21.0560 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:18:21.0560 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 420 bytes to TLS connection
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 109 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:22.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0697 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:22.0697 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0697 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0697 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0697 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 111 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 111 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 116 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0698 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 160 bytes from TLS connection
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:18:22.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:18:22.0865 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 377 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0865 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:18:22.0865 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 377 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0962 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0962 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:18:22.0962 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 113 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0963 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0963 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:18:22.0963 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 121 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0963 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:18:22.0970 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0970 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:18:22.0970 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 109 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0970 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:18:22.0997 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:18:22.0997 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:20:01.0757 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:01.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:01.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:01.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:20:01.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:01.0758 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:20:01.0759 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:01.0759 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:20:01.0759 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:20:01.0759 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:20:01.0759 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:02.0083 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:20:04.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:04.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:20:04.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:20:04.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:20:04.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:06.0180 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:06.0180 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:06.0180 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:20:06.0180 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:06.0180 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:06.0181 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:20:06.0181 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:06.0181 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:20:06.0181 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:20:06.0181 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
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[deb] 23:27:53.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:53.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:27:53.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:53.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:53.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:53.0458 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:27:53.0459 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:53.0459 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:27:53.0459 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:27:53.0459 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:27:53.0459 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:54.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:54.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:54.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:27:54.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:54.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:27:54.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:27:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:27:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:27:57.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:27:57.0708 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:27:57.0708 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:27:57.0708 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
23:29:36.0335 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:36.0335 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:29:36.0336 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:37.0666 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:29:37.0666 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:29:37.0666 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
23:29:37.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:29:37.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:29:37.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:29:36.0335 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:36.0335 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:29:36.0336 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:37.0666 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:29:37.0666 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:29:37.0666 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
23:29:37.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:29:37.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:29:37.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:29:37.0730 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:29:37.0730 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:29:37.0730 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:29:37.0731 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:37.0731 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:29:37.0731 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:29:37.0731 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:29:37.0731 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:37.0897 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:29:37.0897 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:29:37.0897 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:29:37.0897 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:29:37.0897 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:29:40.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:40.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:29:40.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:29:40.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:29:40.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:29:40.0398 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:29:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
23:32:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
23:33:21.0321 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Claiming session with 1 of 2 free
23:33:21.0322 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Sending NOOP when claiming a session
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0326 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0610 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 46 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0628 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0632 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 334 bytes to TLS connection
23:33:21.0632 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:33:21.0632 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:33:21.0632 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:33:21.0632 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 334 bytes to TLS connection
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0630 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:33:21.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 92 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0945 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:33:21.0954 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0954 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0954 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0954 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0954 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 101 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:21.0955 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:22.0109 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:22.0109 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0109 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:22.0110 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0110 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 163 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:22.0110 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:22.0110 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0110 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:22.0110 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0110 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 163 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0111 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 163 bytes from TLS connection
23:33:22.0112 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:33:22.0112 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:33:22.0112 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 102 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 110 bytes from TLS connection
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: Existing folders:
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[deb] 23:33:22.0746 geary:imap-folder-properties.vala:156: GearyImapEngineGmailFolder(>INBOX, open_count=1, remote_opened=true) FolderProperties changed: UIDNEXT=89249 other.UIDNEXT=89248
[deb] 23:33:22.0787 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientSession(authorized, GearyImapClientConnection(0005/imap.gmail.com:993/up))
Claiming folder session
[deb] 23:33:22.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:22.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:22.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:33:22.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:22.0948 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:22.0948 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:22.0948 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:22.0948 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:22.0948 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:33:22.0949 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:22.0950 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0062 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0062 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0062 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:23.0062 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0062 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0063 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0063 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0063 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:23.0063 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0063 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:33:23.0064 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Claiming folder session
[deb] 23:33:23.0064 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Scheduling folder close
[deb] 23:33:23.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:23.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:33:23.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:23.0303 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0777 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0777 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0777 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:23.0777 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0777 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0778 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0778 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0778 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:23.0778 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0778 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:33:23.0779 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0779 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:23.0779 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:33:23.0779 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:23.0779 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0857 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:23.0857 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0857 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:23.0857 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:23.0857 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 234 bytes from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 420 bytes to TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 420 bytes to TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
Glib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0171 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0171 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 116 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0172 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0172 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0172 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0172 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0172 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 109 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0172 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0172 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0172 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0173 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0173 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0173 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0173 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0173 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0173 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0173 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:33:24.0174 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0174 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:24.0174 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0175 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:24.0175 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0521 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0522 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0522 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0522 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0522 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0522 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0522 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:33:24.0529 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0529 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 160 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 377 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 377 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 113 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 121 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 109 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 112 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:24.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:24.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:24.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:33:25.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:25.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:33:25.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:33:25.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:25.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:25.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:25.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:25.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:25.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:33:25.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:33:25.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:33:25.0457 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:39:10.0306 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:39:10.0306 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:39:10.0306 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:39:10.0306 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:39:10.0880 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:39:10.0880 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:42:55.0406 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0407 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:42:55.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:42:55.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:42:55.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:42:55.0409 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:42:55.0409 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0508 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0508 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0508 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:42:55.0508 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:55.0508 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0508 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:55.0508 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:42:55.0508 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:42:55.0509 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:42:55.0509 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:42:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:42:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:42:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:42:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:42:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:57.0407 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:57.0407 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:57.0407 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:42:57.0407 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:57.0407 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:57.0407 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:42:57.0407 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:57.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:42:57.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:42:57.0408 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:23.0308 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0308 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:23.0308 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0308 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:23.0308 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0678 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0678 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0678 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0679 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0679 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:23.0680 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0680 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:23.0680 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0680 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:23.0680 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0788 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 46 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 46 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 46 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:23.0791 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:23.0793 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 334 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:23.0793 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:23.0793 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 334 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 92 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 95 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 163 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 110 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0011 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0011 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:25.0011 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0011 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 105 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0012 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0012 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0012 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:25.0012 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0012 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 102 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0013 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0013 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0013 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:25.0013 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0013 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 110 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0014 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0014 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0014 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:25.0014 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0014 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:25.0015 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: Existing folders:
(2876088963)
(4168655608)
(1383773426)
(2710131019)
(915953183)
(1217636293)
(612361748)
(1359217825)
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Claiming folder session
[deb] 23:48:25.0412 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Scheduling folder close
[deb] 23:48:25.0544 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0544 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0544 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:25.0545 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0545 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0545 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0545 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0545 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:25.0545 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:25.0545 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:25.0546 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:25.0546 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:25.0546 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:48:25.0547 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:25.0547 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:26.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 104 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:26.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:26.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:26.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:48:26.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:26.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
23:48:26.0317 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0317 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0317 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:48:26.0319 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 420 bytes to TLS connection
23:48:26.0319 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:48:26.0319 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:48:26.0319 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:48:26.0319 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 420 bytes to TLS connection
23:48:26.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
23:48:26.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 116 bytes from TLS connection
23:48:26.0839 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0839 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0839 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0839 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0839 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 111 bytes from TLS connection
23:48:26.0840 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0840 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0840 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0840 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0840 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
23:48:26.0841 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0841 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0841 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0841 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0841 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
23:48:26.0842 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0842 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0842 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0842 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0842 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 109 bytes from TLS connection
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:48:26.0843 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
23:48:26.0980 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0980 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0980 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0980 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0980 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
23:48:26.0981 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0981 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0981 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0981 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0981 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 160 bytes from TLS connection
23:48:26.0982 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:26.0982 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0982 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:26.0982 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:26.0982 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:48:26.0985 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 377 bytes to TLS connection
23:48:26.0985 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
23:48:26.0985 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
23:48:26.0985 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
23:48:26.0985 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 377 bytes to TLS connection
23:48:27.0056 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:27.0056 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:27.0056 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:27.0056 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:27.0056 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:48:27.0057 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:48:27.0057 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
23:48:27.0057 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:48:27.0057 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:48:27.0057 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:27.0849 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:27.0850 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:27.0850 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:27.0850 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:27.0850 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:27.0850 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:44.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:44.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:48:44.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:44.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0431 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0431 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0431 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:44.0431 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0431 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:44.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0432 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:44.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0433 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:44.0434 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0434 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:44.0434 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:48:44.0434 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:44.0434 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0602 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0602 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0602 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:44.0602 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0602 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:44.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:44.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:44.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:48:47.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:47.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:47.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:48:47.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:48:47.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:47.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:47.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:47.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:47.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:47.0424 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:47.0425 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:48:47.0425 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:47.0425 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:48:47.0425 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:48:47.0425 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:57:55.0313 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:55.0313 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:57:55.0313 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:57:55.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:57:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:57:57.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:57:57.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:57.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:57:57.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:57.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:57:57.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:57.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:57:57.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:57.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:57.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:57.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:57:57.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:57.0706 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:57:58.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:58.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:57:58.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:57:58.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:57:58.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:59.0478 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:59.0478 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:59.0478 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:57:59.0478 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:59.0478 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:57:59.0479 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:58:00.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:58:00.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:58:00.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:58:00.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:58:00.0314 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:58:00.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:58:00.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:58:00.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:58:00.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:58:00.0315 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:58:02.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:58:02.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:58:02.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 23:58:02.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 23:58:02.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 23:58:02.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:58:02.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:58:02.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:58:02.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:58:02.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 23:58:02.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 23:58:02.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 23:58:02.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:58:02.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 23:58:02.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 23:58:02.0705 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:58:21.030 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
23:58:21.079 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:58:21.079 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:58:21.079 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:58:21.079 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
23:58:21.079 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
23:58:21.079 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
23:58:21.079 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
23:58:21.079 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
23:58:41.030 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
00:00:41.030 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
00:00:41.030 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
00:01:41.029 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
00:01:41.030 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
00:02:41.030 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
00:02:41.030 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
00:03:25.030 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Enqueuing operation: GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders(account_03)
00:03:25.030 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [queued: 0] GearyImapEngineAccountProcessor: Executing operation: GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders(account_03)
00:03:25.030 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Acquiring account session
00:03:25.030 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Claiming session with 1 of 2 free
00:03:25.030 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Sending NOOP when claiming a session
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
00:03:26.007 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0073 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0073 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:26.0073 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0073 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:03:26.0074 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0074 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:03:26.0074 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:03:26.0075 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:03:26.0075 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 46 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:26.0677 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:03:26.0679 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 334 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:26.0679 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:03:26.0679 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:03:26.0679 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:03:26.0679 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 334 bytes to TLS connection
Starting to read data from TLS connection

Claiming operation OP_READ

Succeeded

Yielding operation OP_READ

Successfully read 101 bytes from TLS connection

Starting to read data from TLS connection

Claiming operation OP_READ

Succeeded

Yielding operation OP_READ

Successfully read 95 bytes from TLS connection

Starting to read data from TLS connection

Claiming operation OP_READ

Succeeded

Yielding operation OP_READ

Successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection

Starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection

Claiming operation OP_WRITE

Succeeded

Yielding operation OP_WRITE

Successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection

Starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection

Claiming operation OP_WRITE

Succeeded

Yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 163 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 105 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 102 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0790 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: Existing folders:
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >stuff-to-read
(2876088963)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >[Gmail]>Sent Mail
(4168655908)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >INBOX (262740832)
(1383773426)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >old-crap
(2710131019)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >[Gmail]>Drafts
(915953183)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >Archives

[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >Trash (275930274)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >[Gmail]>Trash
(1217636293)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >[Gmail]>Spam
(612361748)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >[Gmail]>Important
(1359217825)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: Remote folders:
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >stuff-to-read
(2876088963)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >inbox (262740832)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >trash (275930274)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >[Gmail]>Sent Mail
(4168655008)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >[Gmail]>Drafts
(2710131019)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >old-crap
(1383773426)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >Archives
(915953183)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >INBOX (262740832)
[deb] 00:03:27.0795 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: - >trash (275930274)
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:27.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection

geary:imap-folder-properties.vala:156: GearyImapEngineGmailFolder(>INBOX, open_count=1, remote_opened=true) FolderProperties changed: UIDNEXT=89249 other.UIDNEXT=89248

GearyImapEngineRefreshFolderSync(account_03:INBOX)
GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Enqueuing operation: GearyImapEngineRefreshFolderSync
GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Releasing account session
GearyImapClientService: Returning session with 0 of 2 free
GearyImapClientService: Unreserving session
GearyImapClientSession(authorized, GearyImapClientConnection(0005/imap.gmail.com:993/up))

GearyImapEngineRefreshFolderSync(account_03:INBOX)
GearyImapEngineRefreshFolderSync: Synchronising
GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Claiming folder session

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 111 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 116 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 116 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 116 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 116 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 160 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 377 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 377 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 109 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 113 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:28.0566 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:28.0566 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:28.0566 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 121 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:28.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:28.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:28.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:28.0567 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 112 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:28.0568 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:28.0568 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:28.0568 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:28.0568 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:03:28.0568 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Claiming folder session
[deb] 00:03:28.0570 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Scheduling folder close
[deb] 00:03:31.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:31.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:03:31.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:03:31.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:03:31.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:31.0636 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:31.0636 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:31.0636 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:31.0636 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:31.0636 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:03:31.0636 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:03:31.0636 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:03:31.0636 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:03:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:04:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:05:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:06:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:06:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:07:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:07:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:07:52.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:07:52.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:07:52.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:07:52.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:07:52.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0603 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:07:52.0605 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:53.0818 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:53.0818 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:53.0818 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:07:53.0818 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:07:53.0818 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:07:53.0819 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net: CLIENT [0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:12:58.0464 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:12:58.0464 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:12:58.0464 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:12:58.0464 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:12:58.0464 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:12:59.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:12:59.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:12:59.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:12:59.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:12:59.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:12:59.0774 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:12:59.0774 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:12:59.0774 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:12:59.0774 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:12:59.0774 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:12:59.0775 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:12:59.0775 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:12:59.0775 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:12:59.0775 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:12:59.0775 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:13:02.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:13:02.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:13:02.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:13:02.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:13:02.0301 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:13:02.0429 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:13:03.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:13:03.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:13:03.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:13:03.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:18:29.0058 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:18:29.0059 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0059 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:18:29.0059 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:18:29.0059 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:18:29.0059 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0213 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:18:29.0214 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 334 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 334 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 92 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 95 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 101 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 163 bytes from TLS connection

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 104 bytes from TLS connection

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 378 bytes to TLS connection

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 420 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 420 bytes to TLS connection
00:18:29.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0724 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0725 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 109 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 110 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0726 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0727 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 102 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 102 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0728 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 105 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 105 bytes from TLS connection
00:18:29.0729 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [account_03] GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: Existing folders:
  - >stuff-to-read
  - >[Gmail]>Sent Mail
  - >INBOX (262740832)
  - >old-crap
  - >[Gmail]>Drafts
  - >Archives
  - >Trash (275930274)
  - >[Gmail]>Trash
  - >[Gmail]>Spam
  - >[Gmail]>Important
  - >[Gmail]
  - >stuff-to-read
  - >[Gmail]>Sent Mail
  - >Drafts
  - >Archives
  - >old-crap
GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: >Trash (275930274)
(Gmail)>Trash

GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: >[Gmail]>Spam

GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders: >[Gmail]>Important

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 111 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection

geary:imap-folder-properties.vala:156: GearyImapEngineGmailFolder(INBOX, open_count=1, remote_opened=true) FolderProperties changed: UIDNEXT=89249 other.UIDNEXT=89248

GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Enqueuing operation: GearyImapEngineRefreshFolderSync(account_03:INBOX)
GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Releasing account session

GearyImapClientSession(authorized, GearyImapClientConnection(0005/imap.gmail.com:993/up))
GearyImapEngineAccountProcessor: Executing operation: GearyImapEngineRefreshFolderSync(account_03:INBOX)
GearyImapEngineRefreshFolderSync: Synchronising
Claiming folder session

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:30.0740 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:30.0740 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:30.0740 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:30.0740 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:18:30.0742 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 377 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:30.0742 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:18:30.0742 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:18:30.0742 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:18:30.0742 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 377 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0694 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0694 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0694 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:32.0694 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0694 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0695 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0695 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0695 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:32.0695 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0695 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 121 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0696 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0697 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Claiming folder session
[deb] 00:18:32.0700 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Claiming folder session
[deb] 00:18:32.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:32.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0701 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 119 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0701 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [>INBOX, open_count=2, remote_opened=true] GearyImapEngineGmailFolder: Scheduling folder close
[deb] 00:18:32.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:32.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0703 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 113 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:32.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:32.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:32.0704 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:18:35.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:35.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:18:35.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:18:35.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:18:35.0300 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:35.0836 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:35.0836 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:35.0836 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:35.0836 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:35.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:35.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:18:35.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:35.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:18:35.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:18:35.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:18:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:18:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:18:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:19:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:19:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:20:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:20:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:21:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:22:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: TIMED_OUT
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to close the TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_CLOSE_BOTH
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_CLOSE_BOTH succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_CLOSE_BOTH
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: error closing TLS connection: Socket is already closed
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 21 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 21 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 21 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 21 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 62 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 64 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 64 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 37 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 19 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net: starting to read data from TLS connection
claiming operation OP_READ
succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
claiming operation OP_READ
succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
successfully read 258 bytes from TLS connection
claiming operation OP_READ
succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
successfully read 304 bytes from TLS connection
claiming operation OP_READ
succeeded
yielding operation OP_READ
reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
Reseeding starting from Email ID
starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
claiming operation OP_WRITE
succeeded
yielding operation OP_WRITE
successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
claiming operation OP_WRITE
succeeded
00:27:23.0313 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:27:23.0313 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 10 bytes from TLS connection
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:24.0430 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
00:27:25.0644 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 35 bytes from TLS connection
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:25.0645 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
00:27:25.0646 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 136 bytes to TLS connection
00:27:25.0646 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:27:25.0646 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:27:25.0646 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:27:25.0646 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 136 bytes to TLS connection
00:27:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
00:27:41.0300 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
00:27:47.0437 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:47.0437 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:47.0437 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:47.0437 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:47.0437 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
00:27:47.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:47.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:47.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:47.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:47.0439 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 258 bytes from TLS connection
00:27:47.0441 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:47.0441 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:47.0441 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:47.0441 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 397 bytes from TLS connection
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:47.0443 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
00:27:47.0453 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 82 bytes to TLS connection
00:27:47.0453 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:27:47.0453 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:27:47.0453 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 82 bytes to TLS connection
00:27:54.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:54.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:54.0823 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:54.0824 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:54.0824 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 258 bytes from TLS connection
00:27:54.0826 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:54.0826 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:54.0826 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:54.0826 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:54.0826 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
00:27:54.0828 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:27:54.0828 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:27:54.0828 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:27:54.0828 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:27:54.0828 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
00:27:57.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
00:27:57.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:27:57.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:27:57.0302 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962cb0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: successfully write 6 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962470]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: TIMED_OUT
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [selected:INBOX RW] GearyImapClientSession: Receive error, disconnecting: Socket I/O timed out
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [closed:INBOX RW] GearyImapClientSession: Disconnected from imap.gmail.com:993

Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Session unexpected disconnect: GearyImapClientSession(closed:INBOX RW, not connected), Imap.Folder(>INBOX), ro: false, permanent_flags: \Answered Junk $Label1 $MDNSent $label2 foobar xaol-good \Flagged $Phishing $label3 $Label4 $Label5 $NotPhishing xaol-read \* \Seen $Forwarded xaol-goodcheck-done \Draft \Deleted NonJunk LoadRemoteImages, accepts_user_flags: true] GearyImapFolderSession: DISCONNECTED

GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Acquiring folder session for: >INBOX

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 21 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 21 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 21 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 21 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 34 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 64 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 64 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GearyImapClientSession(authorized, GearyImapClientConnection(0005/imap.gmail.com:993/up))
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 32 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Enqueuing operation: GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders(account_03)
GearyImapEngineAccountProcessor: Executing operation: GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders(account_03)
GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Acquiring account session
GearyImapClientService: Claiming session with 1 of 1 free
GearyImapClientService: Sending NOOP when claiming a session
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 17 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
00:33:30.0736 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
00:33:30.0736 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:33:30.0736 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:33:30.0736 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:33:30.0736 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
00:33:33.0302 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration succeeded
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TCP connection attempt
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration succeeded
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TCP connection attempt
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration succeeded
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TCP connection attempt
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration succeeded
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TCP connection attempt
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
00:33:33.0304 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration completed (out of addresses)
00:33:34.0986 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: TCP connection successful
00:33:34.0986 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting application layer connection
00:33:34.0986 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TLS handshake
00:33:34.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: Starting asynchronous TLS handshake
00:33:34.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: Asynchronous TLS handshake thread starts
00:33:34.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: TLS handshake thread starts
00:33:34.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: TCP connection successful
00:33:34.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_HANDSHAKE
00:33:34.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_HANDSHAKE succeeded
00:33:35.0835 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: TLS handshake thread succeeded
00:33:35.0835 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_HANDSHAKE
00:33:35.0835 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: Asynchronous TLS handshake thread completed
00:33:35.0835 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: finishing TLS handshake
00:33:35.0837 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: TLS handshake has finished successfully
00:33:35.0837 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: TLS handshake succeeded
00:33:35.0837 GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection successful!
00:33:35.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:33:35.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:33:35.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:33:35.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:33:35.0838 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 66 bytes from TLS connection
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:33:38.0390 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 80 bytes from TLS connection
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 334 bytes from TLS connection
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 334 bytes to TLS connection
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:33:38.0392 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 334 bytes to TLS connection
00:33:39.0287 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:33:39.0287 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:33:39.0287 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:33:39.0287 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:33:39.0287 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:33:39.0287 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 92 bytes from TLS connection
00:33:39.0289 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:33:39.0289 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT: successfully read 101 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT: successfully read 95 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT: successfully read 103 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT: successfully read 98 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT: starting to write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT: successfully write 27 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 130 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 163 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 17 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 17 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 378 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully read 220 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 220 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:33:41.0061 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 49 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:41.0061 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:33:41.0061 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:33:41.0061 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:33:41.0061 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 49 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
[deb] 00:33:41.0299 geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
[deb] 00:33:41.0402 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:41.0402 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:33:41.0402 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:33:41.0402 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:33:41.0402 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 271 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:41.0404 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:41.0404 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:33:41.0404 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:33:41.0404 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:33:41.0404 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:33:41.0405 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 20 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:41.0405 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:33:41.0405 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:33:41.0405 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:33:41.0405 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 20 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 16 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
[deb] 00:33:42.0309 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 16 bytes to TLS connection
[deb] 00:34:04.0370 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:34:04.0370 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: successfully write 11 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: TIMED_OUT
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [authorized] GearyImapClientSession: Receive error, disconnecting: Socket I/O timed out
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [closed] GearyImapClientSession: Disconnected from imap.gmail.com:993
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Session unexpected disconnect: GearyImapClientSession(closed, not connected): GEARY_IMAP_CLIENT_SESSION_DISCONNECT_REASON_REMOTE_ERROR
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: starting to close the TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_CLOSE_BOTH
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: claiming operation OP_CLOSE_BOTH succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: yielding operation OP_CLOSE_BOTH
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b159632e0]: error closing TLS connection: Socket is already closed
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if imap.gmail.com:993 reachable...
geary:util-connectivity-manager.vala:109: Checking if smtp.gmail.com:465 reachable...
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Enqueuing operation: GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders(account_03)
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [queued: 0] GearyImapEngineAccountProcessor: Executing operation: GearyImapEngineUpdateRemoteFolders(account_03)
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Acquiring account session
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] GearyImapEngineGmailAccount: Acquiring account session
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Claiming session with 0 of 0 free
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Claiming session with 0 of 0 free
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Checking session pool with 0 of 0 free
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Opening new session
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] GearyImapClientService: Opening new session
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration succeeded
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TCP connection attempt
Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration succeeded
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TCP connection attempt
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration succeeded
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TCP connection attempt
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration succeeded
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TCP connection attempt
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection attempt failed: Could not connect to imap.gmail.com: Network is unreachable
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting new address enumeration
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Address enumeration completed (out of addresses)
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: TCP connection successful
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting application layer connection
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TLS handshake
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: Starting asynchronous TLS handshake
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: Asynchronous TLS handshake thread starts
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: TLS handshake thread starts
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_HANDSHAKE
 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_HANDSHAKE succeeded
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: TCP connection successful
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting application layer connection
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Starting TLS handshake
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: Asynchronous TLS handshake thread completed
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: finishing TLS handshake
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: TLS handshake has finished successfully
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: TLS handshake succeeded
GLib-GIO:GSocketClient: Connection successful!
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [connecting] GearyImapClientSession: Connected to imap.gmail.com:993
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [connecting] GearyImapClientSession: Connected to imap.gmail.com:993
00:49:12.0941 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:49:12.0941 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:49:12.0941 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:49:12.0941 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:49:12.0941 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK

00:49:15.0128 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:49:15.0128 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:49:15.0128 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:49:15.0128 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 65 bytes from TLS connection

00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 65 bytes from TLS connection

00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to write 17 bytes to TLS connection
00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:49:15.0129 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:49:15.0130 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully write 17 bytes to TLS connection

00:49:15.0130 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to write 17 bytes to TLS connection
00:49:15.0130 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:49:15.0130 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:49:15.0130 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:49:15.0130 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully write 17 bytes to TLS connection

00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 65 bytes from TLS connection

00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 65 bytes from TLS connection

00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 65 bytes from TLS connection

00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 65 bytes from TLS connection

00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 17 bytes to TLS connection
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 17 bytes to TLS connection

00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to write 17 bytes to TLS connection
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
00:49:16.0978 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully write 17 bytes to TLS connection
GearyImapClientSession: capability #2: NAMESPACE
"UTF8=ACCEPT" IMAP4rev1 X-GM-EXT-1 ENABLE UNSELECT "COMPRESS=DEFLATE" UIDPLUS CONDSTORE CHILDREN MOVE LIST-EXTENDED
SPECIAL-USE LITERAL- XLIST ESEARCH LIST-STATUS QUOTA ID IDLE "APPENDLIMIT=35651584"

GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully write 20 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 54 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully write 20 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 272 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully write 16 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully write 16 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 272 bytes from TLS connection

GearyImapClientSession: Using INBOX: INBOX/HasNoChildren
GearyImapClientSession: capability #2: NAMESPACE
"UTF8=ACCEPT" IMAP4rev1 X-GM-EXT-1 ENABLE UNSELECT "COMPRESS=DEFLATE" UIDPLUS CONDSTORE CHILDREN MOVE LIST-EXTENDED
SPECIAL-USE LITERAL- XLIST ESEARCH LIST-STATUS QUOTA ID IDLE "APPENDLIMIT=35651584"
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 49 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [authorized] GearyImapClientSession: Default personal namespace: (,/
Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [authorized] GearyImapClientSession: Default personal namespace: (,/
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to write 20 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully write 20 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_WRITE succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_WRITE
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully write 19 bytes to TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 258 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: starting to read data from TLS connection
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: yielding operation OP_READ
GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962890]: successfully read 18 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:49:48.0986 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:49:48.0986 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: successfully read 49 bytes from TLS connection
[deb] 00:49:48.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: starting to read data from TLS connection
[deb] 00:49:48.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:49:48.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: claiming operation OP_READ succeeded
[deb] 00:49:48.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: yielding operation OP_READ
[deb] 00:49:48.0987 GLib-Net:CLIENT[0x556b15962aa0]: reading data from TLS connection has failed: WOULD_BLOCK
[deb] 00:49:48.0987 Geary[ALL]: [account_03] [imap] [authorized] GearyImapClientSession: Default personal namespace: (,/)